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I. Introduction 

The diffraction of ner.trons hv vibrating piezoelectric 

perfect crystals has bee* investigated sin'«i 1966 /l/ mainly 

bj a Czechoslovak group /i-0/. It was not until 1972 tnat it 

was realised ,'7/ tîiat. tht piriasery extinction reduction and 

the associated aatXtfd increase of the diffracted neutron in

tensity observed for vibrating crystals is due not so much 

to tiie lattice distortions as to the Doppler effect on the 

noving lattice planes. 

The aim of this paper is to consider the optics of neu

tron diffraction on vibrating crystals with a view to possible 

applications to neutron spectrometry and to compute analytical

ly the vibrating crystal reflectivity on the basis of a simpli

fied aodel. 

1. Optica oi ntutno* dHl*Actio* by vlbtatimg c*.yital& 

Let us consider a single crystal plate of thickness t0 

In thickness vibration with the resonance frequency » * »c/tc 

(c being the velocity of s jund). A thickness in millimeters 

equal numerically to the velocity of sound in ki?/sec corresponds 

to 500 kHz. A crystal1'jnîphic olane parallel to the pJa^e faces 

undergoes a modulation of both its lattice vector - * 2t/d (c 

being the lattice distance) and its velocity v according no the 

relations : 

A T / T „ - (v„/c) c o s ( » x / t , J s i n U t ) (1) 
••? o o 

v /v 0 = s in{ »x/ tQ) sosf^t) <!') 



where ^ is the deviation of x from its static value x , 

v Q - »§u0 ( u Q being the amplitude of vibrations ) is the maxi

mum velocity, and x » 0 corresponds to the median plane of the 

plate. 

For neutrons having a velocity v and a Bragg angle 6_ 
n o 

the ratio b between the time of passing the plate to/(v sinOn) 

and the vibration period is independent of 9- : 

b - (-"-) cd (2) 
2rn 

where m is the neutron mass. By expressing c in km/sec and 

d in A one has b » cd/3.96. For large reticular spacings one 

obtains b > 1 ( for instance, th<s ratio is 5.8 and 3.35 for 

the (10.0) and (11.0) planes of quartz). Therefore, in their 

path through the crystal the neutrons effectively average over 

several vibration periods the variable interplanar spacings and 

velocities of the diffracting planes. 

The distribution functions of the velocities p(v) and 

the lattice distortions p(Ax) »lthin the crystal can be calculat

ed by averaging over time and space the relations (1) and (1'). 

The velocity distribution at fixed x, obtained by time averaging 

(l'J is : 

( 0 x < x 0 

p(v,x) - < (3) 

(>,"
1(v^sin2(wx/t0)-v

2)"1/2 x > x 0 

where x = (*,,/*) arcsin(v/vQ). Further averaging over x leads to: 

p(v) - t"1 \ p(v,x)dx " - J 2 - K( /l-(v/v0)
2) (3') 

J » vQ 

where K(k') is the complete elliptic integral. 
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Similarly, by averaging (1) one obtains the lattice dis

tortions distribution function: 

p(At) - - j 2 ^ — K( /l-(Al I-)2) (4) 

* Vo ° ° 
There results the following connection between the dispersions * 

2 2 
<v • and < (AT) > : 

< (|)2> -<{^-)2> - 2.832(u0/t0)
2 (5) 

Let us consider now the diffraction of neutrons by a 

packet of crystal planes with the lattice vector T moving with 

the velocity v . The Bragg condition is satisfied in the moving 

reference frame, implying /8/ : 

tf - kL - * (6) 

|££-(m/ft)v| - \tt - (m/ft)v| <6'> 

where t^ and kg «re the wave-vectors of the inci -

dent and diffracted neutrons, respectively. The following rela

tions describing the optics of ticutron diffraction on vibrating 

crystals are obtained by expliciting (6) in projections t 

ăkt • 4kf + k0cot»B<Tf- Tl) - - 2 * 0 A T / T 0 

Akt - Akf + k0taneB<Tf+7t) - 0 (7) 

Akf - Akt - t0v/vn 

where Akt - kj-kjp » flkf-kf"kfo' *lo a n d kfo k*1** fch« «•*» 
wave-vectors and y^, yf - the (small) angles in the diffraction 

-» -» •* * 
plane between ki and k, and between kg and k. , respectively. 
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By eliminating Ak/- and y - from the above relations 

one obtains : 

Aki/*0 * - AT/T Q - 2blv/c} • coteB JX (8) 

If the amplitude and frequency are large enouqh to make the ex-
a» 

tinOtion negligible, the dispersion of the spectral band select

ed fraa the incident polychromatic beam will be : 

< (Ak,/k )2> -< (AT/T )2> + 4b2 < (v/c)2>+cot2»n< y2> (9) 
t O O D X 

On account of (5), for planes with large interplanar spacing 

2 
4b >> 1 the tern due to lattice distorsions (the first) i<? ,ouch 

less than that due to the Doppler effect (the second). This obser

vation will allow the neglection of lattice distortions when com

puting the crystal reflecivity. 

Because of the neutron velocity modification at diffrac -

tion on moving planes» the spectral width of the diffracted beaia 

differs from that selected from the incident beam. From (7) one 

obtains : 

Akf/kQ = -At/tQ - 2b(v/c)cos(2«B) + eotfe^ (10) 

It is evident that for 26B *- i/2 there is no contribution from 
2 

the Doppler effect to < (Ak̂ > > in spite of the increased 
2 

< (Ak,) > (and hence the increased diffracted intensity*. h vi-

brating crystal at 8B* */4 could be of interest as a monochro -

mator when the incident beam is extracted through neutron guides 

and has a small angular divergence (curved crystal monochromators 

are then msuitable). 

Let us consider the case when the Incident beam is nl 

ready monochromatized by reflection under the Bragg angle 9 . on 

a perfect crystal. Then there will be a correlation between a..̂  

and Y, : 
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* V k O " "«* »BlYi (11) 

The subsequent reflection on the vibrating crystal gives: 

&kf/kQ - -2sin2«B(ăT/T0)- T1co»(»B1+2aB)/sin « B l (12) 

It is seen that by satisfying the condition 
eBl + 2*B " "/2 (13) 

one can cancel out the angular divergence contribution to Akf. 
For the residual band-width of the diffracted bean one obtains 
then through (12) and (5) : 

/<(Akf/k0)2> = 3.36 sin2dB(u0/t0> (14) 

It will be rfhown in the next section that ( u0/tQ) 3hould be of 
-4 the order of 10 , so that the arrangement under consideration 

gives a larţe cross-section, largr angular divergence highly 
monochromatic beam that can be otherwise obtained in the back-
reflection (2«B »«) geometry only. In (13) 8 0 l and <*g may have 
opposite signs so that the total deflection angle 2!&Bi+*Bl 
may be leas than */2. 

For planes of given reticular distances dj and d the 
condition (13) can be satisfied only at definite wavelength - * 
given by 

i - (d/2)( /(d/d1)2+8 • d/d^ (15) 

For instance, the combination SI(111) + vibrating quartz (11.0) 
could be used at 2.64 or 4.57 X, while Si (111) + quartz (22.0) 
at 1.5 or 2 8. 

The relation (12) may be written in the equivalent form : 
sin* . 

k-/k- ( =i 1)(AT/T )-cot(e_.+2e_) Tf (16) f ° »in(tBl+20B) ° Bl B f 
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revealing a general property of vibrating crystals - they rotate 

by -2«B the correlation direction in the reciprocal space expres

sed by (11). It follows from (16) that a very well collimated 

beam can be obtained if ® B 1
+ 2 e

B equals 0 or «. The spectral 

width is then relatively large (it should be computed then 

through (12), of course). Such an arrangement is of interest 

for measuring crystal reflectivity curves. One can observe in 

passing that an equivalent arrangement is the combination per

fect crystal + mosaic crystal if the condition tan©Bl»-2tan© 

is fulfilled. 

J. The it-itictivity o£ vibrating oiyita't 

The problem of computing analytically the reflectivity of 

vibrating crystals is complicated and has not yet been solved 

rigorously. Attempts at solving it have been made in several pa

pers /4-6/ and some numerical results were obtained by the Monte-

Carlo method /7/. The discussion in the preceding section seem to 

justify the adoption of a simplified model in which lattice dis-

torsions are neglected and the crystal is characterized by a 

distribution of velocities of the diffracting planes. It is con

venient to use instead of the velocity v the adimensional va -

riable C - v/(v„coseo) with the distribution function : 

PU) - — 2 - K( /l-UA )2) (17) 
> \ 

where KQ - v0/frncos«B). 

Within the kinematic approximation, by using the integrated 

reflectivity per unit volume 

Q - N* y2A3/*in(20B) (18) 



(N - density of unit cells, F - the structure factor), by ne
glecting the absorbtion and by integrating the differential e-
quations relating the diffracted anc" incident intensities,one 
obtains the following reflectivity for a crystal plate in sym
metric reflection : 

p(C).Qt_/sin9B 
P(ţ) - (19) 

l+pU).Qt0/sineB 

Formally the solution is the sane as for the imperfect crystal 
case, with the mosaic blocks angular distribution function re -
placed by p(C). This follows from the fact that the neutrons 
can be diffracted successively only by packets of planes having 
the same velocity. 

Fig. 1 presents *"he reflectivity P(ţ) computed for condi
tions corresponding to a quartz plate of 0.54 cm thickness vi -
brating at the resonance frequency of 500 kHz with the (10.0) 
plane reflecting 1.5 î neutrons. The different curves correspond 
to increasing S with increasing vibration amplitude. 

The reflectivity P(C) can be measured by the usual tech
nique of rocking the crystal in the parallel setting with a per
fect crystal having exactly thr same lattice distance (&«*~**Bi)• 
It can be shown that i is just the rocking angle in such a mea
surement. 

The mc-n reflectivity R/(2ţQ) = (2iQ)"1 \ P (Uds is pre -
sented In fig. 2 (curve a) as a function of Qt0/(2ţQ sin8B) . In
creasing the vibration amplitude increases the integral reflec -
tlvity R but reduces the mean reflectivity. There exist an op
timum amplitude given by Qto/(2cQsin0B) * 1 corresponding to a 
50% mean reflectivity, that is : 

< w 0 p t - <2,'h/m, ri*y*2 <2°> 
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It is seen thr.t the optimum relative amplitude does not depend 

on the neutron wave-length and is inversely proportional to the 

vibration frequency.- waking it technically easier tc obtain good 

reflectivities at higher frequencies. 

The integrated reflectivity measured in wave-vector units 

is R » kQcoteBR. By using the notations of Maier-Leihnitz It/ : 

D » t0/sin«B; AQk « 4wN
2F2d2D (21) 

one obtains the following expressions for the optimum amplitude 

and Integrated reflectivity : 

« W o p t * S . W V ^ k / D ) . . R*pfc - 0.5Aok (22) 

where f *w/(2t) is expressed in MHz, AQk in 8 and D in cm. 

The curve b in fig. 2 represents the mean reflectivity com

puted for the hypothetical case of a crystal driven externally 

into vibration as a whole, without spatial modulation of T and 

v it a given time. The curve is expressible through elementary 

functions and was computed through (19) by replacing the distri

bution function (18) with p U ) - i«50>
_1 (l-(C/50)

2)"i/2. The re

sult is not much different from that for a crystal vibrating at 

resonance . However, at high frequencies a crystal can be driven 

into vibration with large enough amplitudes in resonance condi

tions only. 

4. VIA*cut ion 

Some relevant data on possible vibrating crystal monochro-

mators are presented in Table 1. Included are the parameter b 

computed through the relations (2) and the optimum relative ampli 

tude of vibration at f • 500 kHz which is numerically equal tc 
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10 x'U k/D) according to (22). It is seen that t.ie necessary 

i> /t values are of the oider of 10" . Th3 piezoelectric SiO, o o * 

ano 9i12Ge02 /10/ have useful planes with rather low reflec -

tivi tries (resulting from small structure factors due to the re

latively complicated crystalline structure) so that at modera-

te wavelengths values of R * 10 " can be obtained only. The ba- * 

rium titanate has a simpler structure, but single crystals are 

difficult to grow. Its potentially interesting (002) reflex is 

about three times better than the best (110) reflex of quartz 

which can vibrate in a thickness mode. Searching for other pie

zoelectric crystals with better reflectivities deserves atten

tion. 

High kinematic reflectivity perfect non-piezoelectric 

crystals are included also in the second part of Table 1. It is 

seen that excellent neutron monochfomat a could be obtained If 

one could overcome the technical difficulties of drlvinj extern

ally into vibration these crystals at high frequencies and rela

tive amplitudes of about 10 . To make the comparison more in

tuitive, the integrated reflectivity R as a function of Uo/t0 

is plotted in fig. 2 for the case of crystal pistes with the 

same thickness tQ -« 0.54 cm reflecting L S S neutron? on the 

strongest plane of each material. The optim.im 'J /t values are 

marked on the curves. 

To conclude , viDrating crystals are potential!'y useful 

as roonochromators for neutron spectrometry because they offer 

new possibilities of shaping neutron beams in the reciprocal 

space. Further work is however needed to find better piezoelec

tric crystals and to clarify the possibility of driving non-

piezoelectric crystals into high-frequency vibration. 
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CKyi tal 

sio2 

Bi 1 2GeO 2 0 

BaTl03 

Ge 

Si 

CaP2 

MgO 

(fe«7«ec) 

5.36 

3.42 

4.40 

5.58 

5.42 

9.35 

9.13 

7.20 

7.39 

8,91 

9.63 
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Table. J 

Plane. 

(10.0) 

(20.0) 

(30.0) 

(11.0) 

(22.0) 

(33.0) 

(200) 

(400) 

(600) 

(222) 

(444)' 

(001) 

(002) 

(003) 

(004) 

(111) 

(220) 

(111) 

(220) 

(200) 

(220) 

(200) 

(220) 

d 

4.246 

2,123 

1.415 

2.452 

1.226 

0.817 

5.073 

2.536 

1.691 

2.929 

l.'i64 

4.034 

2.017 

1.345 

1.008 

3.266 

2.000 

3.140 

1.925 

2.731 

1.933 

2.104 

1.486 

b 

5.8 
2.9 

1.4 

3.4 
1.7 

1.1 

4.4 

2.2 

1.5 
2.5 
1.3 

4.5 
2.2 

1.5 

1.1 

4.6 

2.7 

7.3 
4.5 

5.0 

3.6 

4.7 

3.6 

(at 500 kHz) (it"1/*») 

1.26 

0.06 

0.12 

1.60 

0.35 

0.23 

0.61 

0.38 

1.14 

2.18 

0.77 

0.50 

'1.30 

0.05 

1.08 

9.1 

6.7 

2.7 
2.0 

2.0 

6.5 

18.4 

8.8 



figme caplioni 

Fig. i - Reflectivity vs rocking angle of a vibrating ncn-

absorbing crystal plate in sytraneti'cai reflection. 

Fig. 2 - Integrated reflectivity for non-absorbing crystal 

plates in thickness vibration in symmetrical reflec

tion geometry (curve a - vibration at resonance 

frequer -y, curve b - passive vibration of the plate 

ac a wholo). 

Fig. 3 - Integrated reflectivity vc relative amplitude of 

vibration for several pisioelectric and non-piezo

electric crystals (plate thickness 0.54 cm, neu -

tron wave-length 1.5 A j. 
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